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Dear student,
 
Please mark your answers to the single-choice questions on the answer sheet on the last page in
the following way:   
If you want to correct an answer, please completely color the wrong answer like:   
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_______________________________________________________________
 
                                                                                  Grade:
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Please read these instructions carefully:
 

All pages must remain together!
The exam consists of 30 single-choice questions in total, 5 of which are related to R.
Use the answer sheet on the last page to fill in your final answers. Entries in the question
section are not graded. 
Write your name and matriculation number clearly on the answer sheet and additionally mark
your matriculation number with crosses. 
Please use a dark ball pen on the answer sheet!
The exam duration is 90 minutes.
Additional material allowed: 

                  - Non-programmable calculator
                  - A handwritten cheat sheet (two-sided) in A4 format
 
 
Good luck!
 
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Exam Statistics, summer semester 2021

___________________________________________________________________________

Exercise 1: Single-choice questions
___________________________________________________________________________

Do not forget to mark your answers on the answer sheet and also fill in your name and
matriculation number on the answer sheet.

Note: Exercise 1 consists of 25 questions. You can reach 1 point per question. Each question
has only one correct answer. Mark the correct answer with a cross on the answer sheet.
There is no deduction of points for wrong answers.
 
 

A library keeps record of how many books each customer borrows. The following graph shows
the distribution of the number of books for  customers.

1.1 Which of the following statements about the distribution above is not correct?
A Arithmetic mean, median and mode are equal for the given data.
B The distribution is symmetric.
C The data seems to be uniformly distributed.
D The displayed data shows outcomes for a discrete random variable.
E The median is not influenced by outliers in the given example.

1.2 Suppose you have random sample of size  from a normally distributed population. The
variance  is 36. The population mean  is unkown and you use  as its estimate. Which of
the following statements about the realized 95% confidence intervall (CI) for  is correct?
A  
B The realized confidence interval covers the true parameter  with a probability of 95%.
C  
D  
E  
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1.3 Assume a very large sample ( ) of independently and identically distributed random
variables. Which of the following statements does not follow from the Glivenko-Cantelli
theorem?
A The empirical distribution function approaches a normal distribution.
B If the distribution of the random variables is continuous, the empirical distribution function

has no "steps" that are larger than an arbitrarily small constant .
C The empirical and theoretical distribution functions coincide.
D The variance of the empirical distribution function approaches the population variance.
E The mean of the empirical distribution function approaches the population mean.

A random opinion survey covers the supporters of different political parties: Conservatives (C),
Social Democats (S) and Greens (G). The participants were asked to select their favorite media
channel, that is newspaper (N), television (T) or online media (O). The table displays the
frequencies obtained from the survey:

1.4 Which of the following statements is not correct?
A  
B The share of supporters for the greens is larger than the share of those that prefer online

media.
C  
D  
E  

1.5 Which expression describes the share of people who prefer online media among those who
support the conservatives, and how large is this share?
A  
B  
C  
D  
E  
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1.6 The telephone at the customer service of a local IT service provider rings on average 5 times
per hour. The employees take charge of the telephone in shifts of 3 hours.
How is the random variable  "Number of incoming calls during one shift" distributed?
A Exponential distribution: 
B Normal distribution: 
C Poisson distribution: 
D Poisson distribution: 
E Binomial distribution: 

In a survey, 16 bachelor graduates, , ... ,  stated how many semesters they studied in the
bachelor program (feature ). The following table displays the results:

1.7 What is the span  and the upper quartile  of the observed data?
A  , 
B  , 
C  , 
D  , 
E  , 

1.8 What is the mode of the observed data?
A 16
B 6
C 8
D 7.375
E 7
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A friend of yours runs in a marathon team. The normally distributed random variable  with
unknown expected value  and variance  describes the marathon finishing time in hours
of a runner in the team. Your friend claims that the average finishing time of her team is 4 hours
or less.

You doubt your friend's claim and test it with a hypothesis test. An  sample of 15 finishing
times of members of the team is available.

1.9 What is the correct definition of the null hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis in this
situation?
A  
B  
C  
D  
E  

1.10 You analyze the finishing times of the team's latest marathon and find that the average
finishing time was 4.08 hours. What is the realized test statistic  of the above test?
A  
B  
C  
D  
E  

Antibody tests are used to detect if a patient developed antibodies against a virus. Consider the
following events:

T: "The test returns a positive indication for antibodies"
A: "The patient developed antibodies"

The following probabilites are known:

 , , 

1.11 Complete the following sentence:

  and  describe the probability of...
A ... a true negative and false negative test result.
B ... a positive and negative test result.
C ... a false positive and false negative test result.
D ... a false negative and true positive test result.
E ... a false positive and true negative test result.
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1.12 Which expression describes the probability that a patient who receives a positive test result
has antibodies in their blood?
A  
B  
C  
D  
E  

1.13 You have data with observations  for ,...,  and also , where  and  are real
numbers. Which of the following statements is generally correct?
A  
B  
C  
D  
E  

1.14 The following information is saved for all visitors of a particular website. Select the variable
that is ratio scaled.
A Number of clicks
B IP adress
C Date of visit
D Duration of stay on the website
E Download speed (fast, average, slow)

1.15 In a lottery 4 out of 35 different numbers are drawn. How many possibilities exist to have 2
correct numbers ("2 out of 4")?
A 595
B 148
C 52360
D 3570
E 2790

1.16 How do empirical studies often establish true causal effects of a certain treatment?
A By using only information on observational units that volunteered for the study.
B By assigning observational units randomly to a treatment and a control group.
C By using a stratified sample.
D By splitting the sample into a treatment and a control group based on an arbitrary binary

feature.
E Through a very large sample.
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The random variable : "Daily water use in liters ( ) per household in Germany" is normally
distributed with a mean of 125  and a variance of 169 , i.e. .

1.17 What is the probability that the daily water use of a randomly selected household is above
150 liters?
A 2.74%
B 97.26%
C 55.96%
D 44.04%
E 25.00%

1.18 What is the maximum amount of water consumption of a randomly selected houshold that
the local utility service can expect with a probability of 70%, ?
A 262.52 liters
B 131.82 liters
C 0.52 liters
D 132.19 liters
E 213.62 liters

1.19 The random variable  follows a Bernoulli distribution with unknown parameter . Consider
the corresponding loglikelihood function:

                   

What is the correct maximum likelihood estimator for ?

A  

B  

C  

D  

E  

1.20 Which of the following machine learning methods is not based on supervised learning?
A Decision tree
B Random forest
C k-means-clustering
D None of the other answers is correct.
E Regression
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The random variable : "Number of customers that come to a hairdresser in an hour" is Poisson
distributed with the parameter  = 5.

The associated probability mass function is:

1.21 What is the probability that more than two but less than five customers come to the
hairdresser in an hour?
A 57.6%
B 39.1%
C 31.6%
D 17.6%
E 1.4%

1.22 The amount of oat needed to produce one batch (1000 liters) of oat milk is normally
distributed with a mean of 150kg and a standard deviation of 20kg. An oat milk producer
randomly selects 49 batches of oat milk to monitor the amount of inputs used in production.
What is the standard deviation of the sample mean?
A 21.43 kg
B 0.41 kg
C 2.86 kg
D 3.06 kg
E 20.0 kg

1.23 Consider two variables  and . The covariance of the ranks of  and  equals 3.26. The
standard deviation of the ranks of  equals 1.65 and the standard deviation of the ranks of 
equals 2.87. What is Spearman's rank correlation coefficient?
A  
B  
C  
D  
E  

1.24 Which of the following does, ceteris paribus, clearly do not lead to a high power of a
statistical hypothesis test?
A A small sample variance
B A low significance level
C A large significance level
D A large sample size
E A null hypothesis that is clearly at odds with the data/truth
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1.25 On the basis of which criterion are features selected to construct nodes in a simple
classification tree?
A Feature with largest variance that has not yet been used to construct the previous node.
B Feature is selected randomly.
C Feature with smallest variance.
D Feature that yields the largest entropy gain.
E Feature is selected such that the weighted average of the variances of the resulting sub-

samples in terms of the outcome variable is maximized.

Do not forget to mark your answers on the answer sheet and also fill in your name and
matriculation number on the answer sheet.
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___________________________________________________________________________

Exercise 2: Single-choice questions about  R
___________________________________________________________________________

Do not forget to mark your answers on the answer sheet and also fill in your name and
matriculation number on the answer sheet.

Note: Exercise 2 consists of 5 questions. You can reach 1 point per question. Each question has
only one correct answer. Mark the correct answer with a cross on the answer sheet. There is
no deduction of points for wrong answers.
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Assume a work space in R Studio for the following questions. You have one dataframe called df
in your environment. The dataframe df contains information about  countries for the year
2015 and consists of the following variables:

Row 1: Name of the country (country)

Row 2: Per capita  emissions per capita in tons per year (pcco2)

Row 3: An indicator variable that takes the value 1 for countries with above average 
emissions per capita (pcco2_high)

Row 4: The per capita income in US dollars (pci)

Row 5: An indicator variable that takes the value 1 for countries with above average income per
capita (pci_high)

Row 6: The natural logarithm of per capita income (ln_pci)

Apart from the dataframe df, the environment contains no other objects. The dataframe contains
no missing values (NAs). The tidyverse package is activated. Your analyses resulted in the
following outputs:

2.1 Look at the contigency table above. Which of the following statements is not true?
A The share of countries with high per capita income among those with low  emissions is

4.03%.
B 23.56% of all countries have above average per capita income and above average 

emissions.
C 141 countries have below average per capita income and 50 countries have above average

per capita income.
D In 10% of the countries with above average per capita income, the per capita 

emissions are above average.
E The individual contributions to the covariance between the variables pcco2 and ln_pci are

mainly positive.
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2.2 Consider the following sequence of commands:

                  df %>%
                    filter(pci > mean(pci), pcco2 < mean(pcco2)) %>%
                    select(country)

What is the ouput of this command?

A The mean per capita income and the mean per capita emissions by country.
B The countries with above average per capita income and below average  emissions.
C The per capita income and per capita emissions for countries with low  emissions.
D The per capita income and per capita emissions for countries with high  emissions.
E The countries with above average per capita income and above average  emissions.

2.3 Look at the scatter plot of the logarithm of the per capita income and the per capita 
emissions. Complete the command to create this plot.

                  ggplot(data = T, aes(x = U, y = V)) + geom_W()

A    T: df,               U: ln_pci,      V: pci,         W: scatter
B    T: df,               U: pcco2,      V: ln_pci,    W: point
C    T: df,               U: pci,           V: pcco2,    W: point
D    T: df,               U: ln_pci,      V: pcco2,    W: point
E    T: dataframe,  U: ln_pci,      V: pcco2,    W: scatter

2.4 A friend of yours claims that the average worldwide per capita  emissions per year are
above 5 tons. You doubt this claim and want to test this with a hypothesis test. The population
variance is unknown. Complete the code to calculate the appropriate test statistic.

test_statistic  <- ( X - 5) / (Y / sqrt(Z) )

A    X: sd(df$pcco2)                 Y: mean(df$pcco2)       Z: NROW(df$pcco2)
B    X: mean(df$pcco2)            Y: length(df$pcco2)      Z: sd(df$pcco2)
C    X: sd(df$pcco2)                 Y: sd(df$pcco2)             Z: count(df$pcco2)
D    X: mean(df$pcco2)            Y: sd(df$pcco2)            Z: length(df$pcco2)
E    X: mean(df$pcco2)            Y: var(df$pcco2)           Z: NROW(df$pcco2)
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2.5 What is the output in the console of the follwing for-loop?

                  for(i in 1:4){
                      j <- i+2
                      k <- j^3
                      print(k)
                  }

A 16   25   36   49
B 1    8    27    64
C 27   64   125   216
D 8    64    216    512
E 27   42   91   166

Do not forget to mark your answers on the answer sheet and also fill in your name and
matriculation number on the answer sheet.
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___________________________________________________________________________

Distribution Tables
___________________________________________________________________________

Standard Normal Distribution - Cumulative Distribution Function
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Standard Normal Distribution - p-Quantiles
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Poisson Distribution - Probability Mass Function
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